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Abstract
Objective—To evaluate the scientific quality of original research articles on the
health effects of environmental tobacco
smoke; to determine whether poor article
quality is associated with publication in
non-peer-reviewed symposium proceed™
ings or with other article characteristics.
Design—Cross sectional study of original
research articles on the health effects of
environmental tobacco smoke published
in peer reviewed Journals and non-peerreviewed symposium proceedings from
1980 to 1994. Article quality was assessed
by two independent reviewers who used a
valid and reliable instrument, were
unaware of study hypotheses, were
blinded to identifying characteristics of
articles, and had no disclosed conflicts of
interest.
Participants—All symposium articles (n =
68) and a random sample of peer reviewed
journal articles (n = 68) that satisfied
inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Main outcome measure—Mean quality
scores, which could range from © (lowest
quality) to 1 (highest quality).
Results—Using multivariate regression
analysis, symposium articles were of*
poorer scientific quality than peer
reviewed journal articles when controlling
simultaneously for the effects of study
designs article conclusion, article topic,
and source of funding acknowledged (P =
0.027). Article quality was not associated
with either source of funding acknowledged or article conclusion in multivariate
analyses.
Conclusions—In published reports on
environmental tobacco smoke, non-peerreviewed symposium articles tend to be of
poor quality. These articles should not be
used in scientific, legal, or policy settings
unless their quality has been independently assessed.
{Tobacco Control 1997;6:19-26)
Keywords: environmental tobacco smoke; peer review;
quality assessment; symposium proceedings

A symposium is a meeting or conference for
discussion of a subject, or a collection of
articles on a particular topic. A written symposium is usually based on a conference proceeding, and is typically published as either a
supplement or special section of a scientific
journal or as an individual book or monograph.
Symposia are often industry sponsored and
they are rarely peer reviewed, giving rise to

concern that they may contain articles that are
biased in content and poor in quality.15
The tobacco industry has sponsored at least
four symposia related to environmental
tobacco smoke/*7 Two additional symposia on
this subject3 9 did not explicitly acknowledge
tobacco industry sponsorship but were
organised by Individuals with tobacco industry
affiliations.3 We have previously examined the
content of symposia on environmental tobacco
smoke,3 finding that symposia are not balanced
and that they tend to support the tobacco
industry position that environmental tobacco
smoke is not harmful to health. It is not known,
however, whether symposium articles are also
poor in quality.
It is important to examine the quality of
symposium articles on environmental tobacco
smoke because the tobacco industry has used
data from symposia in scientific, legal, and
policy settings. For example, the tobacco
industry cited findings from symposium
studies in its criticism of the US Environmental Protection Agency's risk assessment of
environmental tobacco smoke.10 In addition,
R J Reynolds Tobacco Company has run
advertisements that use quotes from symposia
to suggest that exposure to environmental
tobacco smoke is not hazardous." Furthermore, several scientists who have published
articles in tobacco industry sponsored
symposia have testified as expert witnesses on
the tobacco industry's behalf.32 An examination of the quality of symposium articles may
therefore prove useful to judges, policy makers,
scientists, and journalists, who must decide
whether to incorporate symposium articles on
environmental tobacco smoke into their deliberations.
The primary objective of our study was to
compare the overall scientific quality of peer
reviewed journal articles and non-peerreviewed symposium articles on environmental
tobacco smoke. We defined scientific quality as
the quality of design, reporting, analysis, and
interpretation. We evaluated the overall
scientific quality of publications, rather than
simply the quality of methodology, because we
arc interested in guiding the use of scientific
publications in policy and legal settings. A scientific publication should be well designed,
accurately reported, properly analysed, and
appropriately interpreted if it is used to guide
policy or legal decisions.
In addition to comparing the quality of peer
reviewed and symposium articles, we evaluated
several other characteristics of articles that we
hypothesised might be associated with quality.
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Methods
SELECTION O£ PEER REVIEWED AND SYMPOSIUM
ARTICLES

Peer reviewed articles on the health effects of
environmental tobacco smoke were identified
by searching Medline from 1 January 1980 to
15 March 1994 using the key words "environmental tobacco smoke," "tobacco smoke
pollution," "passive smok#," "involuntary
smok#," or "sidestream smoke,** retrieving a
total of 2189 citations. The search results were
narrowed electronically by excluding nonEnglish language publications (n = 393); by
excluding studies not related to human
subjects (n = 215); and by excluding articles
classified by Medline as reviews, news items,
editorials, commentaries, or letters to the
editor (n = 504). The remaining 1077 articles
were evaluated for inclusion.
Articles were included if they described the
study of the health effects of environmental
tobacco smoke in humans, were original
research studies, and were published in peer
reviewed journals, as defined below. Of the
1077 articles considered, 386 (36%) satisfied
our inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Studies of environmental tobacco smoke

Articles were included if environmental
tobacco smoke was the focus of the study, or if
it was one of several risk factors examined.
Studies of the effects of maternal smoking on
the fetus were excluded because the fetus is
exposed to mainstream smoke rather than
environmental tobacco smoke.
Studies of health outcomes

Articles were included if they studied any
health outcome related to environmental
tobacco smoke, ranging from lung cancer to
eye irritation. Articles were excluded if they
discussed policy issues related to environmental tobacco smoke, measured exposure without

assessing the effects, or discussed theoretical
issues related to study design or analysis.
Studies conducted in hitman subjects

Only studies conducted in human subjects
were included. In vitro, cellular, and animal
studies were excluded.
Studies that presented original research findings

Original research articles were defined as articles that presented data based on research conducted by the authors. Articles were included if
they incorporated a short review of published
reports followed by a presentation of original
research findings. Articles were also included if
they presented reanalyses of another investigator's data, because the reanalysis was
considered to be original work. Meta-analyses,
which would have required a different
instrument for quality assessment, were
excluded but are being assessed in a different
study.
Studies published in peer reviewed journals

Articles were included only if they were
published in peer reviewed journals. A journal
was considered peer reviewed if it explicitly
stated that its articles were peer reviewed, if it
published a list of peer reviewers, or if it
required submission of multiple copies of
manuscripts for review before publication.
Articles published in symposium proceedings
within a peer reviewed journal were considered
for inclusion as symposium articles, as
described below.
Symposium articles on environmental
tobacco smoke were identified through three
sources. (1) For a previous study,* we identified
11 symposia that primarily contain articles on
environmental tobacco smoke by searching
Medline, Catalog, Dialog, Conference Papers
Index, Toxline, and International Guide to
Periodicals using the key words "environmental tobacco smoke," tobacco smoke pollution,"
"passive smoking," or "involuntary smoking"
and "symposia,** "proceedings," or "conference
paper." (2) Additional articles were identified
by searching Medline as described above foe
peer reviewed articles, except that only symposium articles were considered for inclusion. (3)
Finally, we identified symposia on indoor air by
searching Catalog using the title words "indoor
air" and either "symposi#,M "proceedings,"
"conference," "meeting," or *congressM> an<*
we then examined their contents for articles oa
environmental tobacco smoke; 301 articles
were identified through these three sources and
were considered for inclusion. Articles w#*
included if they studied the health effects of
environmental tobacco smoke in humans an«
were original research studies, as defined abort
for peer reviewed articles, and if they w«*
published in a symposium. "Symposium" v-"35
defined as a publication that contains a collet
tion of articles based on a conference <*
proceeding.
Of the 301 symposium articles identified,^
(30%) satisfied our inclusion/exclusion crft*|
ria. However, 22 (24%) of these were exclude
because they were duplicate publications; * a
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These included research sponsorship (the
sources of funding acknowledged),-article conclusion (that environmental tobacco smoke is
harmful or not harmful), article topic, and
study design.
Previous studies have suggested that both
research sponsorship and article conclusions
have influenced the overall content of scientific
reports. For example, several studies have
shown that research sponsored by interested
parties tends to produce results that are
favourable to the sponsors.1*"" Similarly, the
existence of publication bias suggests that the
reports may contain a preponderance of
positive studies. 18 " However, the relation
between these factors and the quality of the
reports has not been studied.
We hypothesised a priori that poor article
quality would be associated with publication in
symposium proceedings, with tobacco industry
sponsorship, and with a conclusion that
environmental tobacco smoke is not harmful to
health. Article topic and- study design
(experimental versus observational) were
evaluated as potential confounding variables.
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QUALITY ASSESSMENT

We hired two reviewers to assess the quality of
the articles independently, using an instrument
that has previously been tested for validity and
reliability.23 Both reviewers were postdoctoral
fellows who had received doctorate degrees in
social psychology as well as MPH (Masters in
Public Health) degrees in epidemiology.
Reviewers were trained to use the instrument
and were given a detailed set of instructions for
referral during the study. In order to minimise
potential biases,39 30 reviewers were unaware of
our study hypotheses, did not have extensive
knowledge of the literature on environmental
tobacco smoke, stated that they had never been
involved with either pro-tobacco or tobacco
control groups, and stated that they did not
have any financial conflicts of interest.
Articles were masked so that identifying
characteristics—such as author names and
affiliations, journal and book titles, dates of
publication, sources of funding^ and
acknowledgments—had been completely re-

moved. Articles were sent to reviewers in a random order using a random number generator
on a computer.
Our quality assessment instrument is
designed to measure the quality of design,
reportingj analysis, and interpretation of original research articles."8 This instrument was
specifically designed to be applicable to a wide
range of study designs, regardless of article
topic. Compared to other published quality
assessment instruments, ours has high
reliability.31 The instrument consists of a 22
item questionnaire that asks reviewers to determine whether certain items associated with
high quality are present in an article (items
listed in table 2). Reviewers may answer that
the item is "present", "partially present", "not
present", or "not applicable" for the article.
Reviewers are also asked to classify the study
design of the article into one of 15 categories.
An overall quality score is calculated based on
the study design and the number of items
present using a scoring system has been previously described.28 Quaiity scores may range
from 0 (lowest quality) to 1 (highest quality).
Our analyses were based on the mean quality
score for each article (that is, the average of the
two reviewers' scores). If the reviewers' scores
differed by more than one standard deviation,
the masked article was discussed by both
reviewers until consensus was achieved, and
the consensus score was used. The interrater
reliability between the two reviewers was
assessed using Kendall's coefficient of
concordance with adjustment for tied ranks
(W) and the intraclass correlation coefficient
(R). Initial interrater reliability was good (W =
0.85, R - 0.64). Reyiewer scores differed by
more than one standard deviation for 22
articles (six peer reviewed, 16 symposia). After
reviewers had reached consensus on these
articles, interrater reliability was high (W = 0.92,
R = 0.87),
CLASSIFICATION OF OTHER VARIABLES

Sponsorship

Research sponsorship was determined based
on statements in the articles and was classified
as either "tobacco industry", "government",
"other", or "none acknowledged." Articles
were classified as tobacco industry sponsored if
a tobacco company, the Tobacco Institute, the
Council for Tobacco Research, the Center for
Indoor Air Research, the Smokeless Tobacco
Research Council, or a combination of these,
were the sole sources of funding acknowledged. Articles were classified as government
sponsored if one or more government agencies,
such as the National Institutes of Health, were
the sole source of funding acknowledged. Articles that acknowledged other sources of
funding, such as private foundations, or which
acknowledged funding from multiple sources
(for example, government and private foundations) were classified in the "other" category.
Article conclusion

Article conclusions were coded as "positive"
(environmental tobacco smoke harmful) if the
article concluded that environmental tobacco
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is, they discussed the same outcome data from
the same group of research subjects as another
symposium article in the study. In one case, the
same article had been published in four different symposia.30 " We identified duplicate publications within the symposium article database
by comparing articles that had at least one
author with the same last name. The article
that appeared to present the most complete
discussion of the data was selected for
inclusion. (A similar technique was used to
identify duplicate publications within the peer
reviewed article database; none were
identified.)
Our final sample consisted of 68 articles
from 22 symposia: 31 articles had been
included in our previous study of symposia on
environmental tobacco smoke, while 37
articles were from new symposia identified
through Medline or Catalog. The number of
articles per symposium ranged from 1 to 11,
with a median of 2 (interquartile range; 1 to 4).
None of the symposia were peer reviewed.
Sixty eight peer reviewed journal articles
were randomly selected for comparison with
the 68 symposium articles. Because the quality
of the scientific literature has improved over
time/ 4 2(> we wanted to ensure that the publication dates of the peer reviewed and symposium
articles did not differ significantly. We
therefore determined the number of symposium articles published from 1980 to 1984 (n =
17), 1985 to 1989 (n - 32), and 1990 to 1994
(n =19) and used a random number generator
to select the same number of peer reviewed
journal articles within each time block. The 68
peer reviewed articles selected had been
published in 41 journals: The number of
articles per Journal ranged from 1 to 6^ with a
median of 1 (interquartile range: 1 to 2).
A minimum sample size of 38 articles in
each comparison group (symposium v peer
reviewed) was necessary to detect a difference
in quality scores of 0.10 (on a scale of 0 to 1) at
a two tailed a = 0.05, p = 0.05 (95% power),
and standard deviation = 0.12.27
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Study design

Our scoring system weights experimental studies higher than observational studies.'5 To control for study design as a potential confounding
variable, we classified each article as either
observational (for example, the effects of
environmental tobacco smoke were determined by asking people about their history of
exposure) or experimental (for example, the:
effects of environmental tobacco smoke were
determined by exposing subjects to it in an
experimental chamber).
Article topic

A preliminary examination of the data
indicated that peer reviewed and symposium
articles tended to study different topics. To
evaluate an article topic as a potential
confounding variables the topic of each article
was coded as either "lung cancer", "respiratory
effects"; "other chronic disease", "biochemical
effecfs"(for example, urinary rnutagenidty),
"sick building syndrome" (for example,
headache and eye irritation in the workplace),
or "other."
DUPLICATE PUBLICATIONS

As described above in the section on selection
of peer reviewed and symposium articles, we
eliminated duplicate publications that occurred within the symposium article database
(symposium/symposium
duplicates)
and
within the peer reviewed article database (peer/
peer duplicates). However, we were interested
in comparing the quality of duplicate
publications that were published in both a
symposium and a peer reviewed journal (peer/
symposium duplicates). We identified these
duplicate publications by searching our entire
database of 386 peer reviewed articles using
the last names of the authors from the 68 symposium articles included in the study. Articles
that had at least one author with the same last
name were compared. Articles were considered
to be duplicates if they discussed the same outcome data from the same subject population.
Fifteen pairs of peer/symposium duplicates
were identified. In four cases, there was only
partial overlap between the articles (for example, one article discussed lung cancer,
respiratory disease, and heart disease in a
group of subjects, whereas the other article
only discussed the data related to lung cancer).
All of the symposium articles and five of the
peer reviewed articles had been included in the
main study. The quality of the 10 remaining
peer reviewed articles was assessed by mixing
them in randomly with the other articles.

ANALYSES

We used %2 tests to compare peer reviewed and
symposium articles in terms of qualitative
characteristics. To examine the relation
between our outcome variable, mean quality
score, and the various predictor variables, we
first conducted ursivariate analyses using one
way analysis of variance (ANOVA). We then conducted multivariate regression analyses in
which two models were developed. In the first
model (full model), all of the variables were
included regardless of whether they were
significantly associated with quality scores.
Categorical variables were represented using
dummy variables. To develop our second, simpler model, we began by including all variables
that were significantly associated (P < 0.05)
with quality scores in the full model. We then
added additional variables one at a time, focusing on those that were associated with poor
article quality. Variables were retained if they
were associated with poor quality scores, or if
they changed the association between quality
scores and the other variables in the model,
Duplicate publications were compared using
the paired t test. AH tests were conducted using
a two tailed a - 0.05. Confidence intervals
were calculated based on the t distribution.
Assumption checking

Both ANOVA and multivariate regression analyses use the F test, which is based on the
assumption that the outcome variable (quality
scores) is approximately normally distributed]
with constant variance at all values of the independent variables, In our sample, peer
reviewed articles had normally distributed
scores, but the distribution of symposium articles was slightly skewed (Shapiro-Wilk test, P ~
0.03). However, the median symposium score
(0.375) did not differ greatly from the meaa
symposium score (0.365). In addition; the
standard deviations for peer reviewed articles
(0.08) and symposium articles (0.13) did not
differ greatly. Furthermore, the F test is
reasonably robust when sample sizes are
greater than 30 and roughly balanced in eacft
group. A plot of residual values from the fufl
multivariate regression model did not reveal
any obvious violations of the assumptions. V?e
therefore believe that our analyses provide
valid estimates of the relations between article
quality, peer review status, and the other
predictor variables examined.

Results
CHARACTERISTICS OF PEER REVIEWED ANt>
SYMPOSIUM ARTICLES

j

Table 1 shows that peer reviewed
articles and non-peer-reviewed
articles differed from each other in terms ^
funding sources acknowledged, article com
sion, study design, and topic. Symposiumst'
cles were more likely than peer review
articles to fail to acknowledge their sources:
funding, to conclude that environing
tobacco smoke is not harmful, to
experimental study designs, and to study £ ?
related to sick building syndromereviewed articles, on the other hand) ******
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smoke had an adverse effect on one or more of
the outcomes measured; "negative"" (environmental tobacco smoke not harmful) if the article concluded that environmental tobacco
smoke did not have an adverse effect on any of
the outcomes measured; or "no conclusion" if
the article controlled for environmental
tobacco smoke as a confounding variable and
did not draw any conclusions about its health
effects.

Qualityof• articles oner,•voironmental tobacco smoke
Characteristics of peer reviewed and symposium.

Per csm of articles
Peer reviewed
articles

Source of funding*
Tobacco industry
Government
Other
None acknowledged
Article conclusion."
ETS harmful
ETS nof harmful
No conclusion
Study design*
Experimental
Observational
Topic11
Lung cancer
Respiratory disease
Other chronic disease
Biochemical effects
Sick building syndrome
Miscellaneous

2.9
27-9
23.5
45.6
76.5
20.1

Symposium
ctnicks
(h=68)
4.4
7.4

14.7
73.5

2.9

45.6
41.2
3 3.2

8.8
91.2

25.0
75.0

10,3
51.5
56.2
10.3

13.2
35.3

4.4
7.4

1.5

10.3
27.9
11.8

ETSf environmental tobacco smoke.
b

XJffi14.4jdf=2jP«0.00]..

likely than symposium articles to acknowledge
government sponsorship, to conclude that
environmental tobacco smoke is harmful, to
use observational study designs, and to study
respiratory disorders and other chronic
diseases, Given the underlying differences
between peer reviewed and symposium
articles, it is particularly important to conduct
rnultivariate analyses in order to ensure that
any differences observed in quality scores are
not actually due to these other factors.
UNIVARIATB ANALYSES

In the univariate analyses, article quality was
highly associated with, peer review status. Peer
Table 2

reviewed journal articles had mean quality
scores of 0.45 (95% confidence interval (CI):
0.43 to 0.47), whereas non-peer-reviewed
symposium articles had mean quality scores of
0.36 (95% CI; 0.33 to 0.40) (F = 21,15, df = I,
P < 0.0001), The scores of peer reviewed articles ranged from 0.24 to 0.61, while the scores
of symposium articles ranged from 0.07 to
0,71
Table 2 presents an item by item analysis of
the differences between peer reviewed and
symposium articles. Peer reviewed articles
scored higher than symposium articles on most
of the items in our quality assessment
instrument. For example, peer reviewed
articles were more likely than symposium articles to have a well described study question, to
•use an appropriate study design, to specify
inclusion and exclusion criteria, to study
appropriate subject populations, to report
findings completely, and ro have conclusions
that were consistent with their results. The categories in which peer reviewed and symposium
articles did not differ tended to be those in
which both groups scored poorly. For example,
neither symposium nor peer reviewed articles
routinely reported blinding of investigators or
subjects. Symposium articles did not receive
significantly higher scores than peer reviewed
articles for any of the criteria measured.
The univariate analyses also revealed that
mean quality scores were associated with funding source acknowledged (F - 2.87, df = 3, P =
0.039) and with article topic (F - 9.33, df =s 5,
P < 0.0001). Post hoc testing using the Scheffe
test suggested that articles that failed to
acknowledge their funding sources had poorer
scores than those that acknowledged any funding source, although the differences were not
statistically significant. In addition, articles
related to sick building syndrome had
significantly lower scores than articles on all
other topics., based on the post hoc Scheffe

hem 6y item analysis of quality $cores
Percent (number) of

anklessmamningitem

Item

Peer retn&wed articles

1 Study question weii described
2 Study design appropriate
3 Inclusion/exclusion criteria specified
4 For case repori only: patient characteristics reported
5 Subject population appropriate
6 ConrroS population appropriate
7 Subjects randomly selected
8 Method of random selection described
9 Method of random allocation described
10 Investigators blinded
13 Subjects blinded
12 Measurement bias accounted
for
13 Confounders accounted for by study design
14 Confounders accounted for by analysis
15 A priori sample size justification
% 6 Post-hoc power calculations for non-significant
results
17 Statistical analyses appropriate
18 Statistical tests stated
19 Exact P values or confidence intervals reported
20 Attrition of subjects discussed
21 Results completely reported
22 Findings support conclusions

96% (65/68)
84% (57/68)
56% (37/66)
0% (0/0)
88% (60/&8)
64% (1*22)
14% (9/66)
0% (0/9)
0% (0/0)
4% (2/53)
7% (3/45)
46% (3I/6S)
43% (18/42)
70% (42/60)
3% (2/67)

75% (50/67)
55% (36/65)
15% (9/59)
100% (I/I)
59% (36/61)
28% (7/25)
9% (5/58)
0% (0/6)
0% (0/2)
7% (3/46)
3% (1/39)
27% (17/62)
16% (8/50)
50% (29/5S)
0% (0/61)

0.0006*
0.0006*
<0.0001*
n/a
0.0002*
0.02
0.41
a/a
n/a
O.SS
0.62
0.04
0.006
0.04
0.50

36% (22/61)
83% (54/65)
95% (62/65)
47% (30/64)
67% (6/9)
97% (66/68)
96% (64/67)

18% (9/51)
6S% (36/53)
80% (40/50)
32% (16/50)
23% (3/13)
75% (46/61)
73% (48/66)

0.04
0,08
0.02
0.13
0.08
0.0004*
0.0003*

Symposium articles

Fischer's exact P value

The data are presented as the percentage of articles for which one or both reviewers rated the criterion as "present". The
denominator in each ceil varies because the article was excluded if one or both reviewers felt that the criterion, was "not
applicable" (n/a) for the article.
*Using a Bonfemmi adjustment for multiple comparisons, only P < 0.0023 sho«!d be considered statistically significant
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Coefficient

Peer review status
Peer reviewed v symposium

95% Cl

P value

t

0.046

0.005 to 0.086

2.243

0.027

-0,063
0.016
-0.029

-0.168 to 0.042
-0.040 to 0.072
-0.074 to 0.016

-1.182
0.581
-1,291

0.24
0.562
0,199

Article conclusion
ETS harmful v no conclusion
ETS not harmful t> no conclusion

0.022
0.023

-0.042 to 0.087
-0.043 ro 0.090

0.689
0.688

0.49
0.49

Study design
Experimental v observational

0.088

0.027 to 0.149

2.856

0.005

0.076
0.068
0.086
0.011
-0.073

-0.0H to 0,162
-0.005 to 0.141
-0.004 to 0,176
-0,069 to 0.090
-0.152 to 0.005

1,731
1,853
1.897
0,26?
-1.845

0.086
0.066
0.060
0.788
0.067

Source of funding
Tobacco industry v other
Government v other
None v other

Topic
Lung cancer v miscellaneous
Respiratory diseases v miscellaneous
Other chronic diseases v miscellaneous
Biochemical studies v miscellaneous
Sick building syndrome v miscellaneous
CIj confidence interval.

test. Article conclusion was marginally
associated with quaiity scores (F = 2.99, df~ 2,
P = 0.054), but study design was not (F - 0.75,

primary predictors of article quality were peer
review status (P = 0.005) and sick building
syndrome (P < 0.0001). Roughly 33% of the
variability in quaiity scores was explained using
the simpler model (R2 = 0.33).

MULTJVAKIATE DEGRESSION ANALYSIS

The results of our multivariate analysis using
the full model are presented in table 3. The
most important predictors of article quality
were peer review status (P = 0.027) and study
design (P ~ 0.005). The coefficients may be
interpreted as the change in mean quality score
associated with a given variable while
controlling for all other variables in the model.
Thus when controlling for all other factors
measured, peer reviewed articles had mean
quality scores that were 0,046 points higher
(on a scale of 0 to 1) than symposium articles.
Similarly, experimental studies had mean quaiity scores that were 0.088 points higher than
observational studies when controlling for all
other variables. Neither funding source nor
article conclusion was significantly associated
with article quality in the multivariate model.
Roughly 37% of the variability in quality scores
was explained when all of the variables were
included (R2 = 0.372).
The results of the final, simpler model are
given in table 4. We included both peer review
status and study design, because they were significant in the full model. In addition, we
obtained the most significant effects when the
funding variable was dichotomised as any
funding acknowledged versus no funding
acknowledged and the topic variable was
dichotomised as sick building syndrome versus
all other topics. In the simpler model, the

DUPLICATE PUBLICATIONS

Our analysis of duplicate publications revealed
that the articles published in peer reviewed
journals had a mean quality score of 0.49 (95%
CI: 0.44 to 0.54), whereas the same studies
published in symposia had a mean quality
score of 0.43 (95% CI: 0.40 to 0.46) (paired t
test, P ~ 0.01). Quality scores were higher for
peer reviewed articles than for symposium articles in 13 of the 15 pairs.

Discussion
Our findings confirm our primary hypothesis
that articles published in symposium proceedings are associated with poor quality. We found
that symposium articles had significantiy
poorer mean quality scores than peer reviewed
articles even after controlling for the effects of
funding source acknowledged, article conclusion regarding the health effects of
environmental tobacco smoke, type of study
design used, and article topic.
The criterion by criterion analysis showed
that peer reviewed articles were superior to
symposium articles in terms of study design
reporting, and interpretation. For example]
peer reviewed articles were more likely to use
appropriate study designs and subject
populations; to report their study objectives,
inclusion/exclusion process, and results

Table 4 Multivariate regression analyses; final model
Coefficient
Peer review status
Peer reviewed v symposium
Source of funding
None acknowledged v any acknowledged
Study design
Experimental v observational
Topic
Sick building syndrome v ail other topics

CI, confidence interval.

P value

95% Cl

0.053

0.016 to 0.089

2.868

0.005

0.032

-0.067 to 0.003

-1.824

O.O70

0,042

-0,002 to 0.087

1.871

0.064

0.127

-0.174 t o - 0 . 0 8 1

-5.391

<o.oooi
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Table 3 Muhivariau regression analysis: full model

Quality ofarticles on environmental tobacco smoke

articles in the pharmaceutical literature. For
example, Rochon3 has found that randomised
controlled drug trials are of poorer quality
when published in journal supplements than in
parent journals. On the other hand; Cho and
Bero'J did not find a difference in the quality of
articles on drugs published in symposia and
peer reviewed journals; however, they noted
that their power to detect a difference when
controlling for the effect of study design was
low.
LIMITATIONS

There are several limitations to our findings.
First, as mentioned above, we did not have
enough statistical power to assess the relation
between funding source and article quality.
Therefore our finding that article quality was
not associated with sponsorship should be
interpreted cautiously.
Another potential source of criticism lies in
our selection of peer reviewed and symposium
articles. Our symposium articles were drawn
from 22 symposia while our peer reviewed articles were drawn from 41 journals. If a single
journal or symposium contained extremely
high or low quality articles, then it could theoretically have shifted the mean quality score of
the entire group. We do not believe that this
occurred because no single journal or
symposium dominated our samples. The
maximum number of articles per symposium
was 11 (16%), while the maximum number of
articles per peer reviewed journal was six (9%).
The quality of articles from these sources did
not differ from the overall quality of articles in
the groups.
Another potential source of selection bias is
that the peer reviewed articles in our study
were identified exclusively through Medline,
whereas the symposium articles were identified
through a variety of electronic databases. We
used Medline to identify peer reviewed journal
articles on environmental tobacco smoke
because it is the database most commonly used
in the United States to gather information
about health related research. However, several
peer reviewed journals that publish articles
related to environmental tobacco smoke,
including Tobacco Control, were not indexed by
Medline during the period of our study.34 3S
Future studies on the quality of the scientific
literature should therefore consider drawing
their samples from multiple, sources; such as
searching a variety of electronic databases*
hand searching journals, and checking
references.
Another potential criticism of our study is
that the difference in mean quality scores
observed between peer reviewed and
symposium articles, although statistically
significant, was not particularly large. We feel
that table 2 provides qualitative insight into the
quantitative differences between the groups.
This table shows that peer reviewed articles are
more likely than symposium articles to be well
designed, to report results completely and
accurate, and to draw appropriate conclusions.
When these qualitative and quantitative
findings are taken together, they provide strong
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adequately; arid to draw conclusions that were
consistent with their findings.
Our two other a priori hypotheses were not
confirmed. We had originally proposed that
tobacco industry sponsorship would be associated with poor quality. However, because only
five articles ia our study (two peer reviewed,
three symposium) acknowledged tobacco
Industry sponsorships we did not have enough
statistical power to evaluate this hypothesis.
Interestingly, our findings suggest that the failure to acknowledge funding sources is marginally associated with poor quality. It is possible
that articles that fail to acknowledge funding
sources may tend to have poor reporting in
general, and this may explain why their quality
scores tend to be lower. This finding should be
investigated in future studies.
Our third a priori hypothesis was that
articles with negative conclusions (environmental tobacco smoke is not harmful to
health) would be associated with poor quality.
This hypothesis was not confirmed. Article
conclusion was not associated with article
quality when controlling for factors such as
peer review. We have previously found that
peer reviewed articles are more likely than
symposium articles to conclude that environmental tobacco smoke is harmful.52 The
tobacco industry has suggested that this may
be due to a bias in the peer reviewed journals
against publishing negative studies on environmental tobacco smoke.35 Our findings suggest,
however, that negative studies on environmental tobacco smoke are published in the peer
reviewed journals when they are of high
quality.
Our findings also suggest that articles related
to sick building syndrome may be of poorer
quality than articles on other topics. We did not
establish this hypothesis a priori;, and this finding should be further evaluated by other studies.
Our analysis of duplicate publications
showed that peer reviewed articles are higher in
quality even when they discuss trie same data
as symposium articles. Because these pairs of
duplicates, by definition, had the same study
design characteristics, the differences observed
between peer reviewed and symposium articles
were most likely to have been due to factors
such as poor reporting and poor interpretation
of findings.
The findings from this study complement
our previous work on the content of symposia
on environmental tobacco smoke. We have
previously found that symposium articles on
environmental tobacco smoke are associated
with a lack of balance and that they tend to
support the tobacco industry position that
environmental tobacco smoke is not harmful.2
Our findings reported in this article suggest
that symposium articles on environmental
tobacco smoke are also associated with poor
quality. Taken together, these findings suggest
that symposium articles are not reliable sources
of information about environmental tobacco
smoke.
Our findings are also consistent with
previous research on the quality of symposium
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our study provides strong
evidence that peer reviewed journal articles on
the health effects of environmental tobacco
smoke are superior to symposium articles.
These findings support the decision of the US
Supreme Court16 that expert scientific
testimony should be "scientifically valid" and
that "[a] pertinent consideration is whether the
theory or technique has been subjected to peer
review and publication."
However, pur findings also suggest that peer
review is not a guarantee of high quality. The
peer reviewed articles in our sample had a
mean quality score of 0.45 on a scale of 0 to 1,
suggesting that there is a great deal of room for
improvement. Because decisions should be
based on the highest quality evidence available,
we propose that researchers, policy makers,
and judges should evaluate the quality of all
scientific research before using the findings in
research, policy, or legal settings, A lack of peer
review should be seen as a flag that an article
has a higher probability of being poor in quality.
On the basis of our findings, we believe that
journal and book editors should develop
standards for labelling scientific material. It is
often difficult to determine whether an article
has hsen published in a peer reviewed journal
or a non-peer-reviewed symposium because
this information is not printed directly on the
articles. We therefore recommend that the first
page of all scientific research articles should be
clearly labelled to indicate whether the article
was peer reviewed and whether it is being published as part of a symposium. This will allow
policy makers, researchers, the press, and the
public to identify those articles that are most
likely to be associated with high quality,
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evidence that peer reviewed articles tend to be
of higher quality than symposium articles.
Finally, it is not clear whether our findings
may be generalised to symposia on other
topics. Our study primarily contained articles
from symposia on environmental tobacco
smoke and symposia on indoor air, and we
found that article quality scores were similarly
poor in both groups (data not shown). Other
studies have found that the quality of
symposium articles in the pharmaceutical
literature tends to be poor.3 Taken together,
these findings suggest that symposia in general
may be poor in quality. However, this should
be confirmed by future studies.

